
Rick Steves' Portuguese Phrase Book and
Dictionary: Your Essential Portuguese
Language Companion
Unlock the Language of Portugal and Brazil with Rick Steves

Embark on an unforgettable journey through the vibrant cultures of Portugal
and Brazil with Rick Steves' Portuguese Phrase Book and Dictionary. This
comprehensive language guide empowers you to connect with locals,
savor local flavors, and immerse yourself in the rich tapestry of Portuguese-
speaking nations.

Master Essential Phrases and Conversations

Whether ordering a delectable pastel de nata in Lisbon or navigating the
bustling streets of São Paulo, Rick Steves' Phrase Book provides you with
a wealth of practical phrases tailored to everyday situations. From
greetings and s to dining and transportation, you'll have the confidence to
engage in meaningful conversations and forge lasting connections.
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Essential greetings and s

Phrases for navigating transportation

Vocabulary for dining and ordering food

Useful phrases for shopping and bargaining

Build Your Portuguese Vocabulary

Expand your Portuguese vocabulary and enhance your comprehension
with Rick Steves' comprehensive Dictionary. Featuring over 15,000
essential words and phrases, this invaluable resource empowers you to
delve deeper into the nuances of the Portuguese language.

Over 15,000 words and phrases

Clear and concise definitions

Pronunciation guide for accurate pronunciation

Cultural notes to provide context and insights

Navigate with Confidence

Rick Steves' Phrase Book and Dictionary is your ultimate travel companion.
With its compact size and durable construction, you can conveniently carry
it wherever your Portuguese adventures take you. Its intuitive organization
allows for quick and easy access to the phrases and vocabulary you need.

Compact and portable size for easy carrying

Durable construction for long-lasting use

Intuitive organization for quick reference



Comprehensive index for easy navigation

About Rick Steves

Rick Steves, the renowned travel writer and host of the popular PBS series
"Rick Steves' Europe," has been inspiring travelers for over 40 years. His
expertise in European travel and culture shines through in this exceptional
Portuguese language guide.

Unlock the Wonders of Portugal and Brazil

With Rick Steves' Portuguese Phrase Book and Dictionary, you can unlock
the wonders of Portugal and Brazil. From the sun-soaked beaches of the
Algarve to the vibrant streets of Rio de Janeiro, you'll have the linguistic
tools to fully appreciate the beauty and culture of these captivating nations.

Explore the historic cities of Lisbon and Porto

Immerse yourself in the vibrant culture of Rio de Janeiro

Discover the hidden gems of the Portuguese countryside

Forge lasting connections with locals

Order Your Copy Today

Embark on an unforgettable Portuguese-speaking adventure with Rick
Steves' Portuguese Phrase Book and Dictionary. Order your copy today
and start unlocking the wonders of Portugal and Brazil.
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The Quirky Tourist Guide To Ushuaia: The
Gateway To Antarctica
Ushuaia, the southernmost city in the world, is a fascinating place to visit.
It's a...

Preparation and Support for Teacher
Assessment: Leckie Complete Revision
Practice
Teacher assessment is an important part of physical education (PE) in
the United Kingdom. It is used to assess students' progress and
achievement in PE, and to provide...
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